OCR Sport Science Year 8 Options project

Task:

*You are the newest member of the PE department as a PE teacher. Mr Cairns has asked you to design a new sporting activity to teach KS3 students in September. You need to use your imagination and produce an information leaflet for staff to use with the students.*

Please include:

- Name of sport
- Aim of the game – what do you need to do? Describe it, how do you play it?
- Skills and knowledge needed to play – what tactics?
- Equipment needed – number of bibs, cones etc.
- Facility needed – where could you play? Court size?
- Rules – list of rules needed to play
- How to score – how do you win/outwit

Your leaflet needs to be no more than 4 pages long, with your name and tutor group on! Good luck, the most creative, fun and enjoyable new sport will win a PE Dept prize!!